Abstract. We prove that the center of the algebra of differential operators invariant under the action of the Jacobi group over a complex quadratic field is generated by two cubic Casimir operators, which we compute explicitly. In the spirit of Borel, we consider Jacobi forms over complex quadratic fields that are also eigenfunctions of these Casimir operators, a new approach in the complex case. Theta functions and Eisenstein series provide standard examples. In addition, we introduce an analog of Kohnen's plus space for modular forms of half-integral weight over K D Q.i/, and provide a lift from it to the space of Jacobi forms over K D Q.i/.
Introduction
In 1985, Eichler and Zagier [7] systematically developed a theory of (holomorphic) Jacobi forms. That theory has since grown enormously, establishing deep connections to different types of automorphic forms (for example, see Skoruppa and Zagier [23] and Skoruppa [21] ) and many other areas of mathematics and physics, such as the theory of Heegner points (see Gross, Kohnen, and Zagier [10] ), the theory of elliptic genera (see Zagier [24] ), string theory (for example, see Cardy [5] ), and more recently, mock theta functions (see Zwegers [26] ).
The classical Jacobi forms in [7] are holomorphic functions. More generally, the Maass-Jacobi forms over the rationals in Berndt and Schmidt [1] and Pitale [17] are eigenfunctions of differential operators invariant under the action of the real Jacobi group. Automorphic forms over complex quadratic fields are clearly not
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Sections 4-6 comprise the Lie theoretic part of the paper. In Section 4 we compute the generators and relations of the algebra of invariant differential operators on any homogeneous G-vector bundle in terms of G's universal enveloping algebra, G being an arbitrary Lie group. The case that the stabilizer subgroup is connected and acts reductively on g was treated by Helgason [11] , and in fact this case is sufficient for Sections 5 and 6. We have included Section 4 for completeness and in order to give a slight generalization of Helgason's results.
The j k;m -slash action of the real Jacobi group was introduced in [7] , and generators for its algebra of invariant differential operators were computed in [1] . In Section 5 we apply [11] to compute the relations in this algebra. We find that its center is the image of the center of the universal enveloping algebra of the Jacobi group, and is generated by a single cubic operator. This operator was used in [1] (page 82) to define Maass-Jacobi forms over the rationals, and such forms were studied in [17] .
In Section 6 we apply [11] to the j k;m -slash action of the complex Jacobi group. Here the center of the algebra of j k;m -invariant operators is a polynomial algebra on two cubic operators, and it is again the image of the center of the universal enveloping algebra.
Jacobi forms and the Jacobi group
2.1. The Jacobi group. We follow the notation of [1] , [4] , and [7] . For any subdomain D of C, the centerless Jacobi group of D is
We write elements of (the usual quaternion norm). Also, set ku C vkk C WD u C iv; ku C vkk x C WD N u C i N v; T R OEz WD kzk C C kzk x C :
The following lemma is elementary; a conceptual proof may be found in [4] . For the rest of Section 2, set a .M; X; Ä/; . ; z/ WD Ä C C2 z C . Q z C C /. Cı/ 1 .z C C /: Multiplication by y k 0 is an intertwining map from j k;m to j kCk 0 ;m : This proposition amounts to the fact that˛k ;m is a cocycle with respect to the action of G J .C/ on H Q Q, such that˛k Ck 0 ;m =˛k ;m is the coboundary @y k 0 ; see Section 4.2. It is proven in Section 5.3 of [4] .
We now state the main results of the Lie-theoretic part of the paper: the description of the center of the algebra of differential operators on H Q Q invariant with respect to the action j k;m of G J .C/, and the description of the action of the center of the universal enveloping algebra of G J .C/ under j k;m . The two are the same and motivate the definition of Jacobi forms given in Section 2.2.
We will see in Section 6 that if we regard G J .C/ as a complex group, then the center of its universal enveloping algebra is a polynomial ring on two generators, one linear and one cubic. It follows that if we forget its complex structure and regard it as a real group, the center of its universal enveloping algebra is a polynomial ring on four generators, two conjugate linear elements and two conjugate cubic elements. Under the real action j k;m , the cubic elements act by third order differential operators which we denote by Ck ;m , and the linear elements act by scalars. Thus Ck ;m generate the j k;m -action of the universal enveloping algebra of G J .C/. We will define C C k;m in terms of the following operators:
In order to define C k;m , write B for any of Z, e, E, H , f , F and let
Remark. It is useful to note that B k;m and hence also C k;m may be obtained from B 
(see (1)). It is easy to check directly that this is an action for all k 2 C, and that multiplication by y k 0 is an intertwining map from j k to j kCk 0 . This also follows from Proposition 2.2 and the observation that j k is the restriction of j k;0 to an action of SL 2 .C/ on functions constant in z.
Define a second order operator k on H Q by
Note that 0 is the usual Laplace-Beltrami operator, which is well known to generate the algebra of j 0 -invariant differential operators, and k C k 2 2k is its conjugate by y k :
It follows that k generates the algebra of j k -invariant operators. Clearly restriction to functions constant in z defines an algebra map from j k;0 -invariant operators to j k -invariant operators. Since ek ;0 and fk ;0 annihilate functions constant in z and Zk ;0 D 0, this algebra map sends Ck ;0 to 0. We remark that it sends the operators D k;0 and D z k;0 in (4) of [4] to k and 0, respectively. (Let us take this opportunity to correct an error in Proposition 5.7 of [4] : the first displayed equation
Proof. This proposition is a sharpening of Lemma 5.6 of [4] . Equation (4) 
The definition of a (non-holomorphic) automorphic form requires an analyticity condition to take the place of the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations for holomorphic functions. On reductive groups one usually uses the action of the center of the universal enveloping algebra to give such a condition (see Borel [2] ). The Jacobi group is not reductive, but nevertheless, in light of Theorem 2.3, the following definition of Jacobi forms fits into this framework. Moreover, it suggests a fruitful theory.
Definition 2. Let k be in N, and let m be an element of C l such that t mm 2 d 1 K as in Proposition 2.4. A real-analytic function f W H Q Q ! C is a Jacobi form over K of weight k, index vector m, and eigenvalues C ; 2 C if
We denote the vector space of such Jacobi forms by J k;m; C ; . In addition, we say that 2 J k;m; C ; is a cusp form if
which is analogous to the characterization of the Jacobi cusp forms in Skoruppa [22] .
Explicit examples are given by the Eisenstein series in [4] . For example, if m 2 R l , t mm 2 N, and s 2 C such that Re .s/ > 4, then the Eisenstein series (with k D 0 and s ! s ; .0; n/ j Á; n 2 O K « . Furthermore, for weights k D 1=2 and k D 1, the theta functions in [20] and [18] yield concrete examples of Jacobi forms on a subgroup of J .K/. It would be interesting to classify all theta functions which satisfy Definition 2.
Remark. At the end of the proof of Theorem 3.2 we explicitly state the moderate growth of Jacobi theta functions and of Jacobi forms that appear as lifts of modular forms of half-integral weight. Unfortunately, we cannot give such a growth condition for the Eisenstein series in (11), since we have not been able to completely determine its Fourier expansion (see also Section 3.2 of [4] ).
Lifting of modular forms to Jacobi forms
In this section we provide new examples of Jacobi forms over K D Q.i/ by lifting modular forms of half-integral weight over K D Q.i/. Our construction is of the same flavor as the method of Kohnen [14] (see also Section 4 of Pitale [17] ). It is likely that our results can be extended to other complex quadratic fields, but for simplicity we restrict to the case that K D Q.i/, O K D ZOEi is the ring of integers of K, and d K D 2ZOEi is the different of K.
3.1. Jacobi theta functions. Let 2 R, where R is a complete system of representatives for the set of cosets 1 2 ZOEi=ZOEi. The theta function
is a crucial building block in our construction of Jacobi forms in Section 3.3. First we determine the transformation law of Â under translation and inversion. 
Moreover, we have
Proof. Equation (12) follows immediately from the definition of Â . We apply Eichler's "embedding trick" to prove (13) . Consider the following Jacobi theta function of higher degree:
with M 2 R, where R is a complete system of representatives for the set of cosets 
where det . iZ/ 1 2 is positive if Z D iY for positive definite Y 2 R .2;2/ (see [6] for a simple proof of (15) that does not require Poisson summation). Now we will regard Â . ; z/ as a special case of
and we find that
As in [19] (see also [4] ),
where U WD 1 0 0 1 . In particular, 
is a modular form of weight
where j.M; / WD .M /N . C ı/ 1=2 is the theta-multiplier. Here .M / is an eighth root of unity, which can be determined explicitly in some important special cases (see Section 4 of [19] 
is the Legendre symbol.
Remark. The results in [19] show that Â.2 / satisfies (19) for all
which then easily implies (20) .
We would like to address a small error in our paper [4] , resulting from a mistake in [13] . We apply Proposition 4.6 of [13] to simplify (20) , but unfortunately that proposition in [13] is not quite correct as stated. Also note a typographical error: The obvious factor of 2 in the theta multiplier of Â 0 .2 ; z/ (using the notation of Section 3.1) was left off in (14) of [4] (see (20) and (21) 
.4/ denote the subspace of M k 
.4/ is an analog of Kohnen's [14] plus space, and in contrast to [14] and [17] the plus space condition here does not depend on k.
Remark. The coefficients a y .!/ in (22) can be described explicitly. Choose
2 . Using (ii) and (iii) of Definition 3 and the properties of the usual Bessel function K s , one can show as in [8] (pages 105-106) that the right hand side of (22) can be written as
where the coefficients a.!/ 2 C are independent of y and c.y/ WD a 0 y .4/ to J k;
.4/ and write
Then for 2 R we have
for every Á 2 ZOEi and also
We have
Proof. Equation (24) follows directly from the definition of the h . We turn to the proof of (25). It is not hard to see that we can write
To determine the behavior of this function under inversion, we split the sum over n into two groups:
where g ;1 . / WD 1 16
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We first consider g ;1 . /. Write
The sum over n on the right hand side of (28) equals
where the sum over n on the right hand side of (29) vanishes unless ! Á .mod 2/. If ! Á .mod 2/, then the plus space condition forces the first factor on the right hand side of (29) to be 0 unless ! Á .mod 4/. Hence
and thus
We next consider g ;2 . /. Clearly
Observing that h is invariant under translations, one can check that
where the matrices M n are defined as follows:
is from the list above, then the transformation law of h implies that
if n 2 ¹1; 3; i; 3i; 1 C 2i; 3 C 2iº; 1 if n 2 ¹i C 2; 2 C 3iº:
where the last equation follows after inserting the Fourier expansion of h. /.
Specifically,
and using (30) together with the substitution ! 4 gives (25). Now we will show that defined by (26) satisfies
. ; / this follows directly from the definition of Â . Equations (12), (13), (24) , and (25) 
h D h . A lengthy but straightforward computation (using Mathematica) reveals that
Finally, is also of moderate growth. More precisely,
So Â . ; z/ D O expf2 jvj 2 =yg as y ! 1 and . ; z/ D O y N expf2 jvj 2 =yg for some N > 0 as y ! 1. We conclude that 2 J k; .4/ is a cusp form, then h is of exponential decay in y and one finds that in (26) satisfies the Jacobi cusp form condition (10) . Hence the lift in (26) preserves cuspidality.
(2) The Jacobi theta functions of higher degree ‚ M .Z; W / in (14) are linearly independent as functions of W for fixed Z (see Lemma 3.1 of Ziegler [25] ). Equation (16) implies that the functions z ! Â . ; z/ ( D 0;
) are linearly independent for every 2 H Q , and thus the lift in (26) is injective.
(3) It would be interesting to explore a Hecke theory for Jacobi forms over complex quadratic fields, which would allow one to investigate if the lift in (26) sends Hecke eigenforms to Hecke eigenforms.
(4) The real-analytic Jacobi forms in [17] can essentially all be obtained from half-integral weight Maass forms (see the Remark after Theorem 4.6 in [17] ). We thank Ralf Schmidt for pointing out that an analogous statement should also hold in our setting here.
We end this section with an explicit example of Theorem 3.2. We have
, and (24) and (25) 
Algebras of invariant differential operators
We now turn to the Lie-theoretic part of the paper, the purpose of which is to prove Theorem 2.3. Fix throughout this section a real Lie group G, a closed subgroup K, and a representation of K on a complex vector space V . The G-vector bundle G K V over G=K is the set of equivalence classes OEg; v WD˚.gk
v WD OEg 0 g; v and projection OEg; v 7 ! gK. We will write C 1 sec .G K V / for the space of smooth sections of this bundle, and for the canonical action of G on it:
.g/.s/ .xK/ WD gs.g 1 xK/:
In this section we give a Lie algebraic description of D.G K V /. This generalizes a result of Helgason [11] giving such a description in the case that K is connected and the inclusion k Â g is K-split. The generalization is not major, but to our knowledge it has not appeared previously. In fact, Helgason's result suffices for the purposes of the present paper, but the general result is of independent interest. Given any real Lie group H , let h 0 be its real Lie algebra, and let h be the complexification h 0˝R C of h 0 . 
Also, Sym restricts to a linear bijection from Ã.h/ h to Z.h/. We will always use , , and ad for the left, right, and adjoint actions, respectively, in any context. Thus we have these three actions of H on C 1 .H /, and of h and therefore also of U.h/ on both C
1 .H / and U.h/. In addition, we have the action ad of H on U.h/. All of these actions are compatible in the usual sense, and the adjoint action on U.h/ preserves its degree filtration. It is useful to note that for f 2
Similarly, if . ; W / is any representation of H , we denote by , , and ad the corresponding left, right, and adjoint actions of H , h, and U.h/ on End.W /.
Returning to the representation . ; V / of K Â G on V , let us define
Some explanation is necessary. First, E is an associative algebra possessing three natural K-actions, namely ˝ , ˝ , and ad˝ad . Second, « is the left ideal . ˝ /.k/.E / of E . Third, A is a subalgebra of E within which « is a two-sided ideal, so A =« is an associative algebra. Fourth, ad˝ad preserves both A and « and acts by algebra automorphisms. Therefore there is a quotient action ad˝ad of K on E =« which preserves A =« and acts on it by automorphisms. Thus D is an associative algebra. All four spaces inherit a filtration from U.g/.
Check that A is the pull-back of the . ad˝ad /.k/-invariants of E =« , i.e., A =« is .E =« / k . In particular, the identity component K e of K acts trivially on A =« , so we may regard ad˝ad as an action of the discrete group K=K e on it. This gives the second form of D . Note that if K is connected, then D D .E =« / k D A =« . For future reference, observe that for P 2 E and ‚ 2 U.k/,
The main result of this section is that D.G K V / and D are isomorphic algebras. In order to give the isomorphism explicitly we need a few remarks. Observe that the actions ˝1 of G and ˝ of K on C 1 .G/˝V commute. Hence ˝1 is a G-action on C 1 .G/˝V . ˝ /.K/ , the space of K-invariant V -valued smooth functions on G. In concrete terms, the invariance condition is .k/f .gk/ D f .g/ for all g 2 G and k 2 K. Henceforth we will use the following well-known G-identification:
a function f on the right corresponds to the section s f .gK/ WD OEg; f .g/. Let us writeˇfor the defining action of the associative algebra End.V / on V , and ˇfor the outer tensor product action of E on C 1 .G/˝V built from andˇ. Note that the restriction of ˇto « annihilates C Proof. Given P 2 E , write x P for its image in E =« . First, we claim that if
This is a consequence of the following fact: for any ‚ 2 U.g/, T 2 End.V /, and k 2 K,
Clearly ˇbijects E to the space of left G-invariant differential operators on the G-bundle G V over G. It follows that ˇcarries D to D.G K V /. Since ˇis an algebra homomorphism, ˇj D is one also. It remains to prove that ˇbijects D to D.G K V /. In order to prove injectivity, let m be any subspace of g complementary to k. It follows from the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem that the subspace Sym Ã.m/ ˝End.V / of E is complementary to « . An argument using coordinates near e shows that if P is a non-zero element of Sym Ã.m/ ˝End.V /, then ˇ. x P / is non-zero. This proves that ˇis injective on E =« . To prove surjectivity, suppose that D is any element of D.G K V /. Let us write eval e for the map which carries any function on G to its value at e, and D e for eval e BD. Clearly D is determined by D e , so it will suffice to find x P 2 D such that ˇ. x P / e D D e . Note that D e is K-invariant in the natural sense. Again using coordinates at e, extend D e to a V -valued differential operator ı on C 1 .G/˝V supported at e. By the first sentence of the second paragraph of the proof, there is an element P of E such that . ˇ/.P / e D ı, and in particular, ˇ. x P / e D D e . Now use the third paragraph of the proof to verify that x P 7 ! ˇ. x P / e is a K-injection from E =« to the space of differential operators on G K V supported at eK. Together with the K-invariance of D e , this yields x P 2 .E =« / ad˝ad .K/ . Finally, check that A is the pull-back to E of .E =« / ad˝ad .k/ . Therefore D is in fact .E =« / ad˝ad .K/ . The filtration-preserving statement is clear.
It is interesting to observe that D is closely related to the step algebra defined by Mickelsson [16] . Indeed, for G a complex reductive group, H a connected complex reductive subgroup of G, K the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup of H , and V trivial, D is precisely the step algebra of the pair .G; H /.
Centers.
Assume in this section that K is connected. Regarding U.g/ as the subalgebra U.g/˝1 of E , its center Z.g/ is clearly also the center of E . In particular, Z.g/ is contained in E K , and so the canonical map ‚ 7 ! ‚ C « is a homomorphism from Z.g/ to the center Z.D / of the algebra D . In general this homomorphism is neither surjective nor injective; for example, there are exactly four noncompact irreducible symmetric spaces for which it is not surjective [12] . In the case of the scalar slash actions of the real and complex Jacobi groups, we shall see that it is surjective but not injective.
Let us note that one can use (33) to prove that for any ‚ 2 Z.g/, the left action
(For the details, check that both are invariant differential operators and that they are equal at N e.)
Cocycles and slash actions.
In this section we make the connection between G-bundles and slash actions. Given x 2 G, denote the coset xK by N x. For any vector space V , a V -valued 1-cocycle of G on G=K is a smooth function˛W G .G=K/ ! GL.V / satisfying the cocycle equation
The slash action j˛of G on C 1 .G=K/˝V associated to˛is the right action
The corresponding left action ˛i s ˛. g/.f / WD f j˛OEg 1 . We write D˛.G=K/ for the algebra of differential operators on C 1 .G=K/˝V invariant under j˛.
By the cocycle equation, it is a representation of K, and so we have the G-bundle G K V . Let us note a misprint in Lemma 4.6 of [4] : ˛. k/ should be defined to be˛.k; eK/ 1 . Now check that ˛. N x; v/ WD OEx;˛.x; N e/v is a well-defined smooth map from .G=K/ V to G K V , with inverse 1 OEx; v D . N x;˛.x; N e/ 1 v/. Use the same symbol ˛f or the bijection from C 1 .G=K/˝V to C
We leave the proof of the following lemma to the reader.
Lemma 4.2. The map
˛W .G=K/ V ! G K V is a topological trivialization of G K V . The map ˛W C 1 .G=K/˝V ! C 1 sec .G K V / is
an equivalence from the action ˛o f G to the canonical action . This equivalence is an order 0 differential operator, and so it induces an order-preserving algebra isomorphism
Define R˛to be the filtration-preserving algebra isomorphism
G=K/˝V and an element P of E whose image x P modulo « is in D , unwinding the definitions yields
For completeness we briefly discuss cohomology. Fix vector spaces V and V 0 of the same dimension, and let˛and˛0 be V -and V 0 -valued 1-cocycles of G on G=K, respectively. They are said to be cohomologous if there exists a smooth function b from G=K to the set of invertible maps from V to V 0 , the coboundary, such that
In this case, one checks that f 7 ! bf intertwines the G-actions j˛and j˛0. 
The reductive case.
Throughout this section we assume that there exists a K-splitting k˚m of g. In this case we have the K-injection
The image of this map is a K-invariant complement of « in E . This leads to the following proposition, which is proven in [11] . 
Suppose that is a scalar cocycle. In (21) of [4] we gave a linear bijection IDO from Ã.m/ K to D .G=K/:
Lemma 4.5. In the setting of (37),
Proof. Both sides are invariant differential operators, so it suffices to prove them equal at N e. Here End.V / D C, so ˇis just . Check that for f 2 C 1 .G=K/˝V ,
Consider the two right sides. Replacing Sym. / by an element g of G in the first gives .g 1 ; N e/f .g 1 /, and doing so in the second gives .g; N e/f . N g/. The lemma now follows from the same reasoning that gives (33).
In light of Lemma 4.5, we may extend (37) to define a filtration-preserving linear isomorphism for arbitrary cocycles as follows:
It is an algebra isomorphism at the graded level. Suppose that W K ! C is a scalar cocycle and˛is a V -valued cocycle. Then ˛is a second V -valued cocycle and the two actions ad ˛a nd ad ˛o f K on End.V / are identical, so IDO˛and IDO ˛h ave the same domain. In this case, (36) gives the following lemma.
. Let us denote the algebra of j
. In this section we apply Section 4 to obtain generators and relations for D , and that it is generated by a single cubic operator, the action of the "cubic Casimir element" of G J .R/. This element is called C on page 38 of [1] , and its action is called C k;m in [17] . Let us remark that j R k;m differs from the complex right action j k;m defined in Section 2.1 not only in that k must be integral, but also in that varying k does not produce equivalent actions. Indeed, in the complex case the family f j 0;m W m 2 Cg classifies all scalar right actions such that the action of the center of the group is bounded, while in the real case f j R k;m W k 2 Z; m 2 Rg does so; see Lemma 4.3.
We will not need the explicit formula for j R k;m ; only the associated characters of K. However, we give it for reference. Define
We will need the following easy lemma. A proof may be found in [1] .
, and Q f 2 z E. The relation ideal for these generators is generated by
There is a "Cartan automorphism" Â of g J .R/, defined as follows: it negates H , exchanges E and F , fixes Z, and sends e to f to e. Note that it is of order 4. The tilde Cartan automorphism Q Â WD B Â B 1 will be a useful tool.
Definition 5. Let C be the following element of U g J .R/ :
Proof. In this proof we write g for g J .R/. Since Sym W Ã.g/ g ! Z.g/ is a linear bijection, we must compute Ã.g/ g . First we compute Ã.g/ sl 2 C . Up to equivalence, sl 2 C has a unique irreducible nC1-dimensional representation L n for all n 0. The following formulas are classical:
where Š denotes sl 2 C-equivalence and Res 2 denotes the residue modulo 2. Under its subalgebra sl 2 C, g is equivalent to L 0˚L1˚L2 : the copy of L 0 is CZ, the copy of L 1 is Spanfe; f g, and the copy of L 2 is sl 2 C itself. By (44), both Ã 2 .L 2 / and L 2˝Ã 2 .L 1 / contain sl 2 C-invariants, unique up to a scalar. They are
Hf e:
A consideration of L 0 -, L 1 -, and L 2 -degrees shows that the sl 2 C-invariants Z, P 2 , and P 3 in the commutative algebra Ã.g/ are algebraically independent. Now
, and by (44), the .i; j / th summand on the right has no invariants unless 2j i D 4n for some n 2 N, when it has up to a scalar one. Since P is such an invariant, we find that Ã.L 1˚L2 / sl 2 C D COEP 2 ; P 3 . This leads easily to the fact that Ã.g/ sl 2 C is the polynomial algebra COEZ; P 2 ; P 3 . Since sl 2 C and e generate g, Ã.g/ g is the set of ad.e/-invariants in COEZ; P 2 ; P 3 . Direct computation shows that ad.e/.P 3 / D Z ad.e/.P 2 / 6 D 0. Since fZ; P 2 ; P 3 C P 2 Zg is an algebraic basis of COEZ; P 2 ; P 3 , we find that Ã.g/ g is COEZ; P 3 C P 2 Z. To finish, verify Sym.P 3 C P 2 Z/ D C Z, Â.P 2 / D .P 2 / D P 2 , and Â.P 3 / D 2i .P 3 / D P 3 . 
The algebra D
Here E R k;m is simply U g J .R/ , and the reader may check that
is the left ideal generated by z H k and z Z C m. We now define several elements ı .R; k; m/ (we usually write simply ı ) of D
ı b WD ı f C ı e ; ı c WD ı f ı e 4 mı kı z :
. This isomorphism is
/ . It has relations
Proof. The first sentence was proven in [1] , and it follows from Lemma 5.1 and the fact that ı R k;m is an algebra isomorphism at the graded level. For the relations, we compute in D R k;m as prescribed by [11] : using the relations of U g J .R/ , move all z H 's and z Z's to the right and then replace them with k and m, respectively. Deduce the following equations in D
In fact, it is only necessary to verify half of these equations; the other half then follow by applying Q Â k;m and negating k. Using them, we compute which proves the OEı z ; ı b relation. Next, prove the OEı ; ı b relation by verifying
mk:
m to obtain
2 m 2 :
f z E in the second summand and the Q e Q f where appropriate to arrive at
m/:
F Q e/ with k negated. Using these facts to simplify L gives the relation.
The formula for the image of C follows easily from our collection of equations, and it shows that ı c is indeed central. In order to prove that it generates Z.D Note that the symbols of the relations in Theorem 5.3 are independent of k and m, as forced by Lemma 4.6. Writing Á for equality at the symbol level,
Since symbols commute, this leads to the following equation at the .n C 1/-symbol level:
Again using the basis of D 
The Casimir element of sl 2 is C sl 2 WD Sym.P 2 / D H 2 C 2H C 4FE (see (45)). It is fixed by Â , , and the transpose T , and it is classical that Z.sl 2 / D COEC sl 2 . The Casimir elements of Á.sl 2 / and sl
By .
Let us now connect our notation to that of [1] , which is also used in [17] . The map from our standard basis of g J .R/ to the one given on page 8 of [1] is H 7 ! H; E 7 ! F; F 7 ! G; Z 7 ! R; e 7 ! Q; f 7 ! P:
The map from our tilde basis to the one given on page 12 of [1] is
(Their Z is not the same as ours, and their Z 0 is equal to their iR.)
. In particular, we both have
. z Z/ D m (they sometimes write for 2 m). Their heat operators D˙(see pages 33-38 of [1] ) are elements of sl 0 2 specialized at this value of z Z (for m 6 D 0):
The operator C BS is 6.1. Real representations of complex groups. At this point we must discuss complexifications. We will need two copies C i and C j of C, with copies i and j of p 1, respectively. All proofs in this section will omitted.
Suppose that U 0 is a vector space over C i . Regarded as a real vector space, its complexification is U WD U 0˝R C j , a module over the commutative ring C i˝R C j . Define elements Ã˙WD .1 j i/=2 of this ring, and note 
For the rest of this section, fix a complex Lie algebra g 0 over C i and let g WD g 0˝R C j be its complexification. Since g is the direct sum of its ideals g C and g ,
as algebras, and Ã˙extend to complex-linear and conjugate-linear isomorphisms from U.g 0 / (over C i ) to U.g˙/ (over C j ). Let V be a C i -space of real form V 0 , and suppose that Extend to a complex-linear representation of g (over C j ) on V (over C i ).
Lemma 6.3. B Ã C is R C iI , and B Ã is x R C i N I , which is N B Ã C . They are C i -linear and C i conjugate-linear representations of g 0 on V , respectively. 6.2. The algebra D m . In this section we will prove Theorem 2.3. Since g J 0 .C/ is a C i -Lie algebra, we take its complexification to be g Proposition 6.4. Z g J .C/ is the polynomial algebra COEZ C ; Z ; C C ; C .
As a representation of g 0 , m is R-linear and acts by C i -linear endomorphisms on C 1 .H Q Q/, which has a natural real form: the real-valued functions. Thus we are in the setting of Lemma 6.3. The values of m on fB; iB W B D H; E; F; Z; e; f g are given on page 153 of [4] , except for the formula m .sZ/ D 4 i Re.
t mms/. They are given in a form which makes it straightforward to deduce the C i -linear maps R m and I m of Lemma 6.3, giving the following lemma. 
Suppose that they satisfy a degree d relation. The symbol of this relation is of the form 
As a k-module, m splits as m 2˚mC˚m , where
Recall from Section 5.1 the standard basis fH; E; F g of sl 2 , and its action on the module L 1 D Spanfe; f g. It is easy to see that H C H , E C F , and F C E are a standard basis of the copy of sl 2 in k, and that
defines a k-equivalence from k to m 2 . Also, e 7 ! e C ; f 7 ! f C I e 7 ! f ; f 7 ! e define equivalences from the sl 2 -action on L 1 to the k-actions on m˙.
A little work with (44) and (45) gives the following lemma. Keeping in mind that in g, X and iX are independent over C j , define the following elements of Ã.m/:
This lemma matches Lemma 5.2 of [4] ; the invariants Q , Q z , C 0 , C C , and C given there are our Q , Q z , 0 , j C , and j , respectively. Note that the iconjugation defined by the usual real form of g 0 fixes Q , Q z , and 0 and exchanges C and .
In Theorem 5.3 of [4] we proved that these five invariants generate Ã.m/ k and have a relation ideal generated by a single relation. However, only a sketch of the argument was given; here we shall give a complete proof. 
Proof. To prove (48), write Ã i;j;k .m/ for the k-submodule
, which has a 2-dimensional space of invariants. Hence Write B for our proposed basis. In light of (48), proving that Ã.m/ k equals Span B is equivalent to proving that our five invariants generate it.
Write H k , E k , and F k for the basis elements H C H , E C F , and F C E of the copy of sl 2 in k, and H m , E m , and F m for the basis elements H C C H , E C C F , and F C C E of m 2 . Suppose that P is an invariant of degree r in E m . Assume by induction that invariants of lower E m -degree are in Span B. We may assume further that P is homogeneous of degree r C s in m 2 , so the coefficient of E r m in P is Since ˙are cubic in m, the symbols of ı˙modulo « m are independent of m and may be computed by setting all terms in ˙from k to zero, i.e., setting Z˙Á 0, H C Á H , E C Á F , and F C Á E . Checking Definition 5 gives the first congruence. The second is immediate from (48) and the fact that ı m is an algebra isomorphism up to symbol.
For the last two congruences, note that for any ‚ and ‚ 0 in U.g/, the symbol of OE‚; ‚ 0 depends only on the symbols of ‚ and ‚ 0 . It follows that we need only compute the symbols of OEQ z ; Q and OEQ z ; 0 , treating Q z , Q , and 0 as elements of E m =« m . Commutators of elements of m which lie in k give zero modulo symbol, so we only keep commutators of H m , E m , and F m with e˙and f˙. Therefore up to symbol, OEQ z ; Q must be of degree .1; 1; 1/ and OEQ z ; 0 must be of degree .0; 2; 2/. It only remains to compute the constants of proportionality, for which one need only keep track of one term.
Remarks.
We leave the reader with some open problems. First, the irreducible representations of K J .C/ D SU 2 R 2 are parametrized by .n; m; m 0 / 2 N C C, where n C 1 is the dimension. As we mentioned in [4] , a study of the invariant differential operators of the associated vector-valued slash actions would be a natural extension of both our work and that of Friedberg [9] . Equation (36) would be useful.
Second gives two 2-classes in the cohomology of D R 0;0 . It could be amusing to compute these cohomology spaces and decide whether or not the 2-classes are trivial. Theorem 5.3 would be useful in the real case; one would need its complex analog for the complex case. The computations might be reduced by using the C i -linear automorphisms Â and of g 0 defined in Section 5.1. They both preserve k 0 and m 0 , and so they extend to C j -linear automorphisms of g which commute with Ã˙and preserve k and m.
